We assessed the perceived orientation of texture patches with the stimulus arrangement illustrated in Figure 2 . The observer's task and other details are described in the figure legend. The luminance of the black and white bars in the grating was deliberately chosen so that the average (mean) luminance of the patches was the same as that of the background. The patch would therefore be invisible, in theory at least, to a linear receptive field that averaged the light within the patch and compared it to that of the background. Our conjecture is that the invisibility of the patch to such receptive fields forces the visual system to use second-order filters instead, which respond to contrast within the envelope, not to luminance, and that these second-order filters have systematic biases. If this conjecture is correct, we would expect to be able to reduce the biases by making the envelope visible to a first-order filter. We did this by including a condition in which all the white bars in the grating were replaced by the mean luminance of the background (half-wave rectification) so that the stimulus patch had a mean luminance less than that of the background.
Results and discussion
We assessed the perceived orientation of texture patches with the stimulus arrangement illustrated in Figure 2 . The observer's task and other details are described in the figure legend. The luminance of the black and white bars in the grating was deliberately chosen so that the average (mean) luminance of the patches was the same as that of the background. The patch would therefore be invisible, in theory at least, to a linear receptive field that averaged the light within the patch and compared it to that of the background. Our conjecture is that the invisibility of the patch to such receptive fields forces the visual system to use second-order filters instead, which respond to contrast within the envelope, not to luminance, and that these second-order filters have systematic biases. If this conjecture is correct, we would expect to be able to reduce the biases by making the envelope visible to a first-order filter. We did this by including a condition in which all the white bars in the grating were replaced by the mean luminance of the background (half-wave rectification) so that the stimulus patch had a mean luminance less than that of the background.
The claim that envelope orientation is not encoded by the response of first-order orientation-tuned units rests on the assumption that first-order neurons have limited orientation bandwidth. For example, a unit tuned to a vertically oriented envelope would be non-optimally stimulated if that envelope contained a 45° oriented grating. The actual orientation bandwidth of macaque simple cells shows wide variation, with a median half-height bandwidth of ± 21° [4] . A version of the Fraser 'twisted cord' illusion, in which the horizontally oriented textured lines appear non-parallel because they include locally tilted elements. The theory behind this version of the illusion is that the pattern contains strong diagonal Fourier components corresponding to the pairs of staggered black or white elements. These diagonal components are easily seen if the pattern is defocused or viewed from a distance. In the original version of the Fraser effect actually tilted component lines were used, but this version is particularly suitable for computer graphics.
Thus there will be some neurons at least that will respond to changes in the envelope at their preferred orientation even when the grating is markedly discrepant from that preferred orientation. However, the sensitivity of such neurons will be markedly reduced by the orientation discrepancy. It is therefore important to determine whether orientation sensitivity falls off as the discrepancy between grating and envelope orientation decreases. Our data (top left panel in Figure 3) shows that sensitivity was not systematically reduced by increasing the tilt between grating and envelope. (In fact there was a small but highly reliable effect over observers for sensitivity to be greatest when the angle between grating and envelope was in the region 8-10°, when the biases were closest to zero.) This is powerful evidence for involvement of a second-order mechanism. Moreover, there was a highly significant effect of half-wave rectification in improving sensitivity. We interpret this as showing that half-wave rectification made the stimuli visible to large, first-order neurons with higher signal-tonoise ratios than the second-order mechanisms. The effect of half-wave rectification rules out the possibility that orientation sensitivity for the second-order stimuli was asymptotic and therefore insensitive to effective contrast. In addition, we found the same insensitivity to grating angle in low contrast (18%) stimuli, for which orientational thresholds were raised by a factor of approximately threefold relative to the 90% contrast condition.
The results ( Figure 3 ) showed close agreement between observers and were essentially similar to those previously reported by Tyler and Nakayama [5] for stimuli composed of discrete lines, rather than continuous gratings. For grating angles (relative to the envelope) of less than 10°t here is a positive bias in the same direction as the Fraser effect. In other words, the envelope appeared tilted in the same direction as the grating. For larger grating tilts the bias became negative, reaching a maximum at about 30°a nd then declining. The novel finding is that half-wave rectification indeed reduces the extent of the perceptual bias, as predicted. This was true in all cases for the negative biases. The results were also clear for the positive (Fraser) biases with oblique configurations, but were less clear in the vertical configuration, where the positive biases tended to be smaller, particularly in PS.
Since Tyler and Nakayama used what were effectively half-wave rectified stimuli, one implication of our finding is that their biases may have been reduced. This is supported by the lower values of their maximum positive biases in three observers (0.5, 0.5, 0.5°) and of their maximum negative biases (-1.0, -0.5, -2.75°).
To explain our ability to perceive the overall orientation of textures, 'second order' orientation detectors [6] [7] [8] [9] have been postulated, which combine the output of first-order units over regions of the image. Second-order orientation Stimulus layout used in the experiments. The observer's task was to decide whether the two grating patches made a downward or upward pointing V. The instructions were to base the decision on the perceived orientation of the envelope of the patch, not on the included grating. The right-hand patch was always the mirror image of the left. The top half of the figure shows the stimuli for the luminancebalanced condition; the bottom half illustrates the half-wave rectified (negative) version. The patterns were generated by a Cambridge Research Systems VSG graphics board on a Barco Calibrator colour display. Each of the two textured patches consisted of a sinewave grating windowed (multiplied by) an elliptical gaussian envelope. The spatial frequency of the grating was 8.0 cycles per degree; the horizontal and vertical standard deviations of gaussian envelope, in units of the grating wavelength, were 0.8 and 4.8, respectively; the contrast and mean luminance of the grating were 90% and 30 cd m -2 and the exposure duration was 250 msec to avoid scanning eye movements. The separation between the centres of the two patches was 2.25°. A small white central fixation square was provided (not shown). Over a series of randomly interleaved trials we varied both the orientation of the envelope of the grating patch, and the orientation of the grating patch itself. Separate psychometric functions were collected in parallel for each grating orientation, using an adaptive procedure [14] . Each psychometric function (based on 64 trials) related the probability of the observer giving an 'upwards' pointing response to the actual orientation of the left-hand envelope. At the end of the experiment, the psychometric functions were analysed to find the 50% points: that is, the orientation of the envelope at which the observer was most uncertain whether the configuration pointed upwards or downwards. In the absence of any influence from the grating, we would expect to find the 50% point at an envelope angle of 0°. Any departure from 0° we refer to as the perceptual bias. A positive bias indicates a shift of the perceived orientation of the envelope in the direction of the grating tilt; a negative bias indicates a shift of the perceived orientation away from that of the grating. The psychometric functions were also analysed to determine their slope, which measures the sensitivity of the observer to small changes in orientation (the just-noticeable-difference or jnd). We defined the jnd as the standard deviation (σ) of the best-fitting cumulative error function, which corresponds to a sensitivity of d′ = 1, or to the 84% correct point in the absence of bias.
detectors might combine either indiscriminantly or with discrimination over first-order units. 'Collector units' that combine discriminantly have been proposed [10] . They would receive inputs from V1 cells aligned in particular directions of the image. A horizontally oriented collector unit, for example, would receive inputs from V1 cells that were placed along horizontal meridians in the image, but that were not necessarily vertically oriented themselves. The function of such collector units would be to encode the orientation of long lines in the image that are made of many components differing in sign of contrast and local orientation, for example the horizon. If such collector units were also influenced by the orientation of their component V1 units, this would cause mistakes in encoding the orientation of textures.
The original collector-unit model is illustrated in Figure 4 . To account for the negative biases an additional inhibitory input from first-order units is required. We replaced the simple gaussian weighting function for the first-order orientation by a difference-of-gaussian function:
where f(θ) is the pointwise luminance and σ e = 2.5°, σ i = 30°. The idea of combining an excitatory and
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Figure 3
Results of the experiments. The top left panel shows the sensitivity data (jnds) combined over all observers, with vertical bars to show 95% confidence intervals in the half-wave rectified condition (confidence intervals were similar for balanced stimuli and for biases). The bottom right panel shows a simulation of the model described in the text. The remaining four panels show the biases for different observers and conditions, as described in the text. The observers were one of the authors (S.B.) and a 17 year old male (T.M.) who was unaware of the purpose of the experiment. In addition to carrying out the experiment with the configuration in a vertical orientation, we used a Dove prism to rotate the display screen through 45 degrees (deg). We wanted to check whether the results were peculiar to vertically oriented stimuli. The required decision was now whether the two patches were pointing downwards and to the left or upwards and to the right. The model giving rise to the simulation in the bottom right panel is described in the text. To get the reduced bias from half-wave rectified stimuli we assumed that an unbiased input from firstorder filters was averaged with the input from second-order filters. For computational convenience we did this by raising the weight for the gaussian-tuned function over position from 1.0 to 1. inhibitory input over the orientation domain follows a previous idea of Blakemore, Carpenter and Georgeson [11] , and they too postulated a narrowly tuned excitation with a broadly tuned inhibitory influence. Cross-orientational inhibition has been directly demonstrated in cortical cells [12] . However, this inhibition applies to interactions between first-order filters, as does the model of Tyler and Nakayama, and these linear models cannot account for biases in stimuli that are invisible to firstorder filters.
A simulation of the model is shown at the bottom of Figure 3 . The major features of the data are captured. The model provides an economical description of biases in second-order filters, and plausibly explains the classical Fraser 'twisted cord' illusion. Tyler and Nakayama conjecture that the negative biases also explain the Zollner illusion, in which a series of parallel lines no longer look parallel when they are overlaid by a herringbone pattern, similar to the tilted lines used by Tyler and Nakayama, and to our half-wave rectified stimuli. However, we urge caution in making this interpretation. The classical Zollner illusion is considerably larger when the parallel lines are present than when they are removed. Like other illusions the Zollner may have several components. One may be the biases in second-order filters; the other may be due to the line intersections in the figure, a model for which has been presented by Morgan and Casco [13] .
Figure 4
The collector-unit model of Morgan and Hotopf [10] . We postulate 'collector units' that respond not to luminance in the image but to contrast signals originating from oriented first-order filters. A vertically oriented collector unit combines inputs from first-order units that are topographically arranged along vertical lines. The vertically oriented collector is also stimulated by units falling along non-vertical lines, but to a lesser extent. We assume a gaussian weighting function over orientation with unit amplitude and σ = 15°. In the original model we also postulated that the input from each first-order unit to the collector was weighted by the extent to which its (first-order) orientation agreed with the orientation of the collector. In other words, vertically oriented collectors are more stimulated by vertically oriented first-order units than by non-vertical ones. Again, we assume a gaussian weighting function. Each collector therefore receives from each first-order unit an amount of excitation which is the sum of a gaussian-weighted input depending on its position and a gaussian-weighted input depending on its orientation. These steps produce a gaussian distribution of activity over the whole population of collector units. Finally, the orientation of the envelope is encoded by the centroid of the population response. It is easy to see why this produces the Fraser effect: the centroid of the population response is shifted slightly towards the orientation of the most-stimulated first-order units.
